Bring Me Home (Searching for Love, Book Four)

This is Book 4 of 4 in the Searching for
Love romance series by bestselling author
Christine Kersey.Convinced it would be
best for Brody if she left him, Reese uses
the excuse of checking on her sick mother
to put some distance between them.
Turning her focus to her mother, who is
less than enthusiastic to her sudden
appearance, she tries to move on with her
life.Unaware of Reeses motives for
leaving, Brody misses her terribly. But
when some new information comes to
light, he begins to doubt everything he
knows about her.Will Brody and Reese
overcome this last obstacle before finding
their happily ever after, or will they come
to realize they were never meant to be
together?Bring Me Home is a sweet clean
contemporary romance.NOTE: This book
was originally published under Christine
Kerseys pen name, Noelle Stevens.Books
in the Searching for Love romance series (4
books total)Falling for YouFinding
ReeseSurrender My HeartBring Me Home
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Belong anywhere with Airbnb.This is book 4 of 4 in the Searching for Love romance series. Convinced it would be best
for Brody if she left him, Reese uses the excuse of checking on her sick One) Finding Reese (Searching for Love, Book
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millions of books at BAM. Browse bestsellers, new releases and the most talked about books. Pre-order titles at great
prices from your favorite authors.In Search of Lost Time previously also translated as Remembrance of Things Past is a
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Give Jessica Semaan a round of applause.Bring Me Home has 10009 ratings and 963 reviews. Cassia said: She was
saved once by her first love, and rock star, Chris Knight. But when Books With a Goodreads Average Rating of 4 and
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